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Some ppls already says on some forums that they even dislike that i even worry about bounties (and they even
don't think about reasons). And if (my god) i will even go the way "send on my paypal, i will send them to
others", i just imagine the #OOPS# which will be thrown like "yes ! now he get money for work done by others !".
I can go that way, just i fear its all will stinks after all, and better to use some bounty system where everyone will
see goals, who and what will get and so on.
@all
Just to make you all understand reasons for bounties: its not for money. That "amiga-bounty" sums its piece of
nothing. Reasons is:
1. I worry about another developers, to motive them to works on os4 more, to give us sources, to just be
"friendly" between our camps (because only hardcore lunatics can't get now that we can't now live without each
others, as all of camps have good coders).
2. I want to see the "real" os4 users. Who indeed adequate and who want to see progress of our old os. Who
indeed use it, and who indeed have HW. Bounties and those buks show it better than any words.
3. If you think that i need any of those "buks" like they make any deal for me, you very, very, very very wrong.
The time which everyone spend there can't be covered by any sum. And the amount of sums there its just pure
nothing. Take a look on real word, you will get what kind of sums flies around for this kind of work.
Even with bounties its pure labor of passion (or passion of labor :) ).

